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ABSTRACT 

This report for the Technical Positions" Research Project, 

Contract Nonr-233(08), discusses briefly all techniques and materials 

used in the study of t'vrhr.ical Jobs found st the U.S. Naval Air Missile 

Teat- Center at Pt Mugu, California, and at the U.S. Naval Civil Engineer- 

ing Research and Evaluation Laboratory at Port Huenace, California. The 

techniques used in describing, analyzing, and classifying these jobs are 

presented. It is concluded that technical skills and knowledge ere the 

important variables in these jobs, and that purely verbal techniques must 

necessarily fail to provida an ideal solution to difficulties. Recommended 

directions for future research are presented. 

Copies of the final report are available upon request from the 

Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles 2U, 

California 
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FINAL REPORT 
T7.CHNICAL POSITIONS RESEARCH 

I. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM i 

This projeat was established with a rather ganersl objective in mind? 

the study of technical, or 3ubprofessional jobs to discover as much as possible 

about, them. The view was held by the advisory committee thst although a good 

deal is known about engineers and skilled tradesman? very little is knova 

about the technically-trained sub-professional group, whose training and skills 

lie somewhere in between those of the other two groups. More specifically, it 

was proposed that a start be made by obtaining job descriptions of technical 

positions and analyzing and classifying as many of these as possible. The 

positions to be described and analyzed were those classified or judged to be 

sub-professional in the Naval laboratories of Southern California., The material 

to be used for the study was to be the existing Civil Service Position 

Descriptions, which are located at the Navy Area Wage and Classification Office 

in Long B«aeh, If time and material became available, the work was to be ax- 

tended tc InslurU a  ?tsi<3y of the training of technicians, with a view to estab- 

lishing recommended curricula and selection procedures, 

II. FIRST PHASE OP TRte STUDY: Review of the Literature. 

A complete review of the literature on technical positions was 

• 
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undertaken with respect to job evaluation, selection, and training,    No 

references containing useful data «ere uncovered in the fields of either 

•election or training.    In the field of job evaluation and analysis, 30? 

pertinent references wore discovered.    These form the basis of Technical 

Report No. 1:    A Survey of the Literature on Job Analysis of Technical 

Positions.    Examination of thasa articles revealed that in only 9 of these 

are technical jobs explicitly recognized as problems for the job analyst. 

Most of these 9 articles are quite general, merely pointing out that conven- 

tional job evaluation plans do not work well with technical people.    But 

there is ample suggestion that in the evaluation of technical jobs too little 

attention has been paid to technical skills arid knowledge.    This technical 

report will appear in Personnel Psychology, Summer Issue, 1953$ and will be 

distributed in accordance with the official distribution list as soon as re- 

ppiirt-fl are available. 

The implications of this report for the conduct of the project were 

important.    First, it was apparent that our job descriptions would have to 

concentrate on the skills and technical knowledge involved in a given job. 

Second, a new job analysis form was developed on the basis of information ob- 

tained for the report.    This new form place? greater emphasis upon abilities, 

skills, and knowledge than previous forms. 

III.    SECOND PHASE OF THE STUDYt        Preparation for the Job Analyses. 

The newly-devised job anaiys—. form was tried out, using technical 

.•Mi>:**»tfjfc»«s«»«' -—«. 
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Jobs occurring In the Engineering Department at the University of 

California; Los Angeles.    The purpose of this try-out isas to discover any 

difficulties in the use of the form, and to give the Job analysts some . 

practice with technical jobs.    On the basis of this experianee the form 

was revised.    A copy of this final revision will be found in Appendix A. 

IV.    THIRD PHASE OF THE STUDY;      Analysis of Civil Service Position 
Descriptions. 

As originally conceived, this project was to confine itself to the 

analysis of the material already collected and appearing on the regular 

Civil Service Position Descriptions. It became obvious immediately that 

much of the information which the new job analysis form called for could not 

be obtained from the Civil Service descriptions, It was equally obvious trat 

the descriptions «ere written in order to obtain a maximum rating, not un- 

naturally. But due GO peculiarities of the Civil Service ratings, the em- 

phasis is largely on supervisory responsibility., a factor which ha* not been 

found to be a crucial one for technical positions. It TS&S our judgment that 

the Civil Service position descriptions would not provide enough specific 

information to give us meaningful technical job descriptions, and that che 

positions were described as being so much more responsible and complex than 

they actually e.rs that we would be unable to make consistent vertical ratings. 

For these reasons, the advisory committee approved a modified plan. 

This plan was to go ahead with the analysis of ths Civil Service position 

descriptions for one laboratory only, and then to test the classification by 

the use of more detailed information about the jobs concerned. For a number 

of reasons the Naval Air Missile Tost Center at Pt, Mugu, California was 

selected as the laboratory to oe investigated. 

HiSlfe-i* •»«•»'• 
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The Civil Sersles position descriptions for about 80 jobs believed 

to fall in the category of technical joba were then Abstracted to cur newly- 

developed job analysis forma, As »oon as sil available material had been re- 

corded, an attempt was made to classify these jobs Into horizontal categories, 

or types, which would require the same general kind of training, knowledge and 

skills, but at various levels. The three member? of the project staff made 

independent judgments, as to categories required and the jobs which should be 

placed in them. Then, by discussion^ agreement was reached as to the most 

useful categories for the** particular jobs and the speoifie jobs which be- 

longed in each. Definitions of these categories, together with the P.D, 

numbers of the jobs occurring in each, will be found in Appendix 8, 

Vertical ratings (grade level) were made independently by three raters- 

using a four-point scale. The agreement, even after prolonged discussion, was 

poor, Even complete reversals occurred — one rater placing a job at the top 

of the scale while another placed it at the bottom of the scale — and it'was 

impossible to reconcile the differences. The difficulty appeared to lie in 

lack of precise and specific information, and diametrically opposed interpre- 

tations of the rather general statements we had to work with. 

The conclusions reached at this stage were that it had proved impossible 

to make precise judgments due to the extreme generality of the available inform- 

ation, and that more specific knowledge about what the men in the jjbs actually 

did was imperative if we were to make our job categories less general or reach 

any agreement as to grade level. 

V. FOURTH PHASE OF THLE _CTUDYi Analysis of New Pt. Mugu Job Descriptions 
and Interviews« 

We were provided *ith copies of about 11*0 job descriptions prepared 
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by technical personnel «it Pt. tfugu. These descriptions hsd been written, by 

the tncumhentB somi  months previous x.o this. Whereas they still suffered frca 

an attempt to gain & higher rating f< r the job, they did contain more specific 

information and more examples of what the men actually did. These were ab- 

stracted to the job analysis forms, Wherever pertinent additional information 

occurred in the previous job analyses based upon the Civil Service position 

descriptions, it wa« utilised. 

A cheek list was prepared for use in interviewing the supervisors of 

technical personnel. For each job, information still lacking or inadequate on 

the Job analysis form was noted on the check-list. Interviews were then arranged. 

Interviews luting about UO minutes were conducted with the supervisors 

of the technical personnel at Pt, Uugu, The notes taken during theso intsrviews, 

and the judgment of the Interviewer were then abstracted to the job analysis 

form,. 

Since we did not uncover adequate information regarding aducation or 

previous experience, a ;?orm was prepared for this material. Then the personnel 

records for tho incunbents were consulted, and the relevant material abstracted. 

This was utilized in two ways: fir3t, the incumbent's actual education and 

experience -.•as inserted on the Job analysis forms second.  a "standard" education 

and experience was calculated, based upon the median education and experience 

for all jobs of a 3lnglG type and general level. Raters were forced to make 

their judgments by considering both actual and "standard" education and ex- 

perience, because neither could be considered what the job actually required. 

This solution is recognised as being Car from ideal, but it appeared to be the 

only workable compronlse, A preferable approach would be one based upon both 

experiments! and psychometric techniques, but it was obviously impossible in 

***=*-•»*-* ---;'" 
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this situation because of "LiiniT.ati"" - of time and fund?; sr.d Che security 

problea. 

New horizontal classification*, or categories were made, on the basis 

of all the available informttion, by four raters independently. Discussion 

was utilized to arrive at a mutually agreeable set of categories and the .jobs 

which should be placed in each, A list of these categories, together with 

definitions for each, will be found m Appendix C, These definitions are 

purposely es succinct as possible; it is believed that they are sufficient to 

permit accurate horizontal classification and that no useful service is per- 

formed by a multiplicity of synonyme, it is apparent thai the increased specific- 

ity of information ha« resulted i« finer discriminations among job categories* 

Also in Appendix C will ba found a table of comparisons of the present Civil 

Service classification, the first classification by this project, and the final 

classification by ths project. Comparisons are possible in less than the full 

number of cases, but the evident result of the study hta been to make the 

classification more specific. In a fan cases a change of general category did 

occur, but such changes ire in the minority. 

A study of the reliability of the psychological abilities rating scales 

(Worker Characteristics Check List, last page of job analysis form) was under- 

taken.. In spite of repeated revision of the definitions of the traits and the 

anchor points on the scale, little agreement could be reached by four raters. 

There appeared to be no hope for reasonable reliability, at least with the 

material available to tho project. It was concluded that a shotgun testing 

program npidd hold greater promise of results than this rating technique. The 

ratin a ware t.h»r«»frr« abandoned, and this sheet so longer appetus on the job 

analysis form. 
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Vertical classification was again attempted, based upon the expanded 

knowledge of the technical jobs at Pt. Hugu. Independent judgments were made 

by fou< raters for each job, but each category was judged by itself. Then 

overfall ratings„  on a 5-point scale, were attempted, which placed each job 

category in proper relation t**- a single category taken as a standards In these 

over-all ratings 3U judgments were made by each of three raters,, The results 

were surprisingly good? in 10 cases no discrepancy in rating occurred, in 20 

cases there was a discrepancy of one point, and in four cases a discrepancy of 

two points., No larger discrepancies occurred. The over-all rating for each 

of the jobs will be found In Appendix D. These were determined by translation 

of the original independent vertical ratings of each category into tne over-all 

scfie oy mea-is of tables which each individual prepared showing translation 

factor* for his judgments. Also shown are median ratings and the number of 

discrepancies in over-all ratings. As can be readily seen, in general the 

agreement is good. The number or discrepancies is not excessive for ratings 

of this sort: no discrepancies in 29 cases, 66 one-point differences, and 17 

cases where two-point differences occurred. There were none larger. The 

definition of the five anchor points for the vertical scale will also be found 

in Appendix D. 

Theresa the results of the second attempt at vertical rating appear 

to be an improvement over the fir3t, the raters ars not convinced that they 

are meaningful. Although the ratings were made completely independently, it 

became apparent, during discussion, that each had found it necessary to rely 

upoa a few key words and concepts.  If design were mentioned ii the job 

description^ then Uie job *us never rstad baler a given point, for example* 

The implications of this procedure a.-e sobering* the rating o » particular job 
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is thus se«n to be dependent in large measure upon the particular words a 

aan happens to use in describing his job. If he has scene verbal facility, 

and readily catches on to the job analyst's lingo, he may gain as much as 

two points for his job. It appears to be an inevitable result of any system 

whereby the incumbent writes any signifissat part- of his own .lob description* 

¥1. FIFTH PHASE' OF THE STUDYt  Background of Technicians. 

Because of the general interest of the preset in learning as much 

as possible about technicians as a group, some thought vast givsn tc possible 

ways of gathering information about- *here technicians' come from, what their 

hobbies are, and any ovJier characteristic* which might *»et them off from 

other related groups, end vhus help in the selection of technicians„• As a 

result a questionnaire, called a Job Research Questionnaire, was developed.; 

k  copy of this questionnaire -sill be found in Appendix S. It was designed to 

elicit. *s nrach background information as possiblR. The plan was to compare 

the responses of technicians with those of engineers and of skilled tradesmen 

in order to discover whether or not thers were any background factors which 

would help in discovering whether a man was suitable for technical level work, 

and would remain in the work. The questionnaire was administered to ibout ItO 

engineers, technicians and shop employees in the engineering Research Group 

at tha University of C&liforida, Los Angoles. Analysis of th* reaulsa showed 

faa significant differences. Those differences which did appear seenud to have 

some relation to age, salary, or education, which factors &re different among 

the three groups- It was concluded that any study using the questionnaire 

would require that the three group:i be equated for these variables, it did 

not appear practical, therefore, bo pursue this phasa of the study because of 

«- • 



the limited funds available and the si a* of the sample necessary. 

VII. SIXTH PHASE 01- THE STUGT; Technical Jobs at the C,S, Naval Civil 
Engineering R«?s?arch and" Evaluation Laboratory at Port Huenome., Calif, 

It was proposed that a check on the new classification system be raade 

by repeating the job analysis aspects of the study at a second laboratory. 

Since the time remaining before the termination of the project was not 

great, and since we did not r<«mt to take a selected sample, we cr.cse a station 

where there were few technician*, so that we could investigate the entire pop- 

ulations. The only feasible location wej the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering 

Research and Evaluation Laboratory at Port Huename, California. The ninot**u 

technical jobs at this station were described and analyzed on the basis of the 

standard position descriptions, interviews with both the incumbents and their 

supervisors, and education and experience records in the personnel Holders. 

The procedure vzs  3imilar to that of the second study of the Pt. Mugu jobs,. 

Classification into job categories was done independently by three raters. 

These were then amalgamated into a single scheme* The classifications used, 

their definitions, and the Position Description Numbers will be found in 

Apoendix F«. Most of the jobs here are not similar to the technical jobs 

occurring at Pt. «ugu. The major function cf this extension oi" the study 

has been to expand someiihat the scope, to include more diverse Jobs,, 

The median vertical ratings, with the numbers of the position* occur- 

ring in each, will also be found in Appendix p. Again we find reasonably good 

agreement for ratings cf this sort, The ccmsnents about the vertical ratings 

at ?i, Mugu apply here also, however. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS. 

The major conclusion reached by this project is that technical skills 

and technical knowledge are the moat important factors in technical Jobs, and 

that any job description form, like that in current use by the Civil Service 

Commission, which places great emphasis on various phases of responsibility 

and supervision will yield a minimum of information about technical .jobs, 

Even with the increased information provided by the supplementary 

procedures, it was discovered that great dependence was placed upon key words 

and concepts in the process of classification and rating. It was felt by the 

raters that the occurrence of these key words was to some extent a fortuitous 

matter, and related, not tc the .job -is much as to the verbal facility of the 

incumbent. This is, of course, particularly trua of descriptions written 

entirely by the incumbent, but is nevertheless applicable to job descriptions 

of the ordinary industrial type, wheia the key words are provided by the job 

analyst„ 

A third factor of importance in determining the accuracy of the job 

analyses is the degree of familiarity of the rater with the details of the 

job. Lack of such knowledge may result in either too lenient or too harsh a 

judgment. Since judgments about the complexity and difficulty of the skills 

involved are important in analysis and evaluation of technics! jobs, this 

factor may loom rather large, even in the classification of joos into discrete 

categories,, 

A second fact brought to light by tbe investigation is the dearth of 

information regarding the education and experience required by various 

• 
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technical jobs.. The experience and education of individuals at present em- 

ployed varies widely; an* no standards are available. It appears to be rather 

important that some attention be giver, to the development of such standards in 

order that training given be related as closely as possible to training re- 

quired. This would assist materially in reducing the number of years of 

experience required* and would provide a acre certain source for technicians. 

At present the main source for such employees seems to be the Armed Forces 

Training Schools. This source is not sufficiently reliable bo serve as the 

major one. 

Although the project has achieved a reliable classification for scrae 

technical jobs, and has made available to interested offices the detailed job 

descriptions which represent the major investment of time for the project, we 

believe that our moat fruitful results lie in the direction of recommendations 

for future research on technical joha. It is evident that, if our conclusions 

are accurate, research on descriptions and analyses of technical jobs should 

take one or more of these directions: 

1. The development of performance teats and paper-frd-n ne^l achieve- 

ment tests for technical areas. Only in this way can the actual skills involved 

be carefully defined. Attempts at verbal description of skills have been uni- 

formly unsuccessful . 

2. The U3e of job analysts with some technical training, together with 

thorough observation of performance on the job. This would avoid dependence 

upon the incumbent's verbal facility or the usual job analyst's lingo, and, 

though net as satisfactory as the first suggestion, it would be an improvement 

over the existing situation, 

3. The use of supervisors of technicians to tvrite the job descriptions,, 

.8w..w«^»'-^--'
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To be workable this would require considerable training of the supervisors 

in th«» techniques of industrial psychology and psychometrics„    But since 

the individuals involved are largely engineero and scientists, it is likely 

ts "H a« fiauir-r tnak than giving  jr?h analyst'* -T'(V?e technical  b*c!'tTOUXld.: 

Secondly, it is apparent that much research needs to be done in the 

area of education for technical .jobs., This is Jjaportar.t from two points of 

viewt 

1,    From that of Junior Colleges and technical schools who would like 

to train for these technical positions but do not know how to do so* and 

20    Frcrc that of the employer who mould like a supply of thoroughly 

trained nen who do not need years of on-the-job experience before they are 

•competent to handle any but the simplest problem,    A joint research team con- 

sisting of. the Job analysts* the selection and ot^ier personnel officers, and 

representativef from recognised training institutions could probably solve this 

problem nr»**e rear'ily than any of them alone. 

Finally,   a concerted effort to construct reliable and valid measures 

of skills and knowledge *ould serve many useful purposesJ    the establishment of 

adequate selection and promotion devices, the precise definition of the skills 

involved, the specification of the kinds and levels of knowledge and skill to be 

developed by technical curricula.    This may prove, in the long run, to be the 

least costly approach to aiany of the problems involved in dealing Tdth technical 

.jobs., 

I 

Margaret Hubbard Jones 
Associate Project Director 
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APPENDIX A 

JOB ANALYSIS FORM — TECHNICAL POSITIONS 

1. Identification D*ta i/«iT.e 

Incumbent 

G8 

Department i 

Supervisor 
(Titis) 

Job Analyst 

Date .Hired_ 

Station 

TSncumbent^ 

-°    Work performed Operations 

t!flllBBCJ??P*'s 
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I 
3,    Skill (leval)        1 ? 

low 
k 

avg. 
5 6 7 

Exceptional 

k'    Job background 

£,    Tools and equipment i".3?d: 

b„    Tolerances and/or standards: 

c<    .'foteriala unedi 

d„    Special knowledga (specific, ass    work out trigont.cetric formulas frca 
tables, not trigonometry) ! 

**•*»• 
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A~3 

i 
Jj.    Education 

a. Liberal (H.,S. or College, with degret and number of years) i 

i 
b, Technics! (trade school, Jr. College Tech., Engineering Degree, 

Phyaics major, etc.. and years): 

i 

6j Experience (give length of tiae)i 

a. Specific Occupations 

bt This organization on prior .job3s 

c, Time on this job to attain acceptable proficiency? 

d„ Other combinations of education and experience acceptablei 

?' Line of promoto on 

a. Is thia an entry .iob? Yea No 

b. Prior Jobi 

Co Next higher ;'obi 

ft 
IT 

E 

!,    Sources of workers 

.,-*-wi   _.,-,-   i       - 
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Job Chara-tcristics Check-List 

1.    «.iob eycl*       1 2 3 h 5 6 7 
minutes    hr*    day   few cte"3      few     few 6 months 

toeka months      or longer 

2.    Number of Job3 at. one time 3 

3.    Similarity of assignment; 
essentially 
similar 

« 
some- 
what 
varied 

each 
unique 

k.    Physically fatiguing 
riui'.iaj. moderate 

5 
extreme 

?, Me.ntallv fat.i.minp 1 
normal n moderate 

t- 
J 

extreme 

6.  Unusual hazards: Typss 

Probability of occurrence of accident3: 

7. Unpleasant ."job aspects: Type 
(heat, solitude, pressure, etc) 

I 
frequency: 

8.    Unusual physical requir era ants: 
(specify - graat strength, etce) 

r 
I;- 

••)..    Any common physical impediments disqualif/ing? 

10. Can .Sob be performed by handicapped?    (5*peoify) 

) 
L 
r 

11- Supervision rseeived      12 3 h          j> 6              7 
close moderate               general                    none 

12, Supervision given             12 3 U           5 6               1 
cl030 moderate                general                     none 
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13. Nuab=r supervised:  1   2    3    U     5      6     7 
none 1 to 2 3 to 9 10-29 30-99   100-   over 

ind,   ind,  ind„  ind,   500   $00 ind, 

1U. Personal contacts 
Never Seldom Freqi; ently Constant 

a. Public 1 2 3 u 5 

b. Other dopt's, 1 2 3 u 5 

e. Security 1 2 3 u 5 

d. Subordinates 1 ? 3 h 5 

a. Superiors 1 

Skill 

2 

Required 

3 h 51 

Normal Moderate Exceptional 

a. hiblic 1 2 3 h 5 

1 2 3 h «* 
3 

C. Security 1 2 3 h 5 

d. Subordinates 1 2 3 U. 5 

s. Superiors 1 2 3 h 5 
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Worker Characteristics Check-List 

i 

A-6 

R«te, en 5-p«int scale, the degree to -which the Job demands special 
"bilities of tno incumbent, above and boyond a ninlaua expected in all 

V -aiployees. 

Average S'jssricr Exceptions! 
i 2 3 li < 

1. General intelligence 

2. Problem-solving ability 
(resourcefulness) 

3. Spatial « visualization 

U. Ability to change set 

5. Analytical ability 

6. Verbal ability 

7. Mathematical ability 

8. Sustained attention 

9. Manual dexterity 

10. Oetail accuracy 

[ U, Perceptual speed 

12. Mechanical ability 

13<. Ability to organise own 
work 

1U. Ability to organize rrork 
of othors 

15. Ability to handle 
people 

/#'*•-•' 

£* 
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TECHNICAL JOB CATEGORIES 

Definition of Technical Level: 

Qssersl ls?sl of work ia not of the complexity or scope of professional level 
w«rV. but requires sonis knowledge of prinoiples within a specialized area. 
Scoe college-level work or equivalent experience ie required.    Work is typically 
confined to a rather narrow specialty* but considerable complexity of task, 
knowledge of principles, and judgment may be required. 

The distinction between professional and technical jobs liee mainly in the 
amount avid breadth cf knowledge of principles. 

The distinction between technical and skilled jobs lies in the emphasis in the 
former upon intellectual rathes* than manual skills, and upon background 
knowledge. 

Definition of Technical Job Categories 

I,      Draftsmanr    JIake accurate drawing* of equipment, machines, structures, 
or sites.    Must have techniques of drawing, knowledge of conventions and 
some acquaintance with specific area.    May assemble data from several 
sources.    May uss formulas. 

A.    electrical«    concerned with electrical systems only, in structures 
or equipment. 

6,    Electronic:    concerned with electronic equipment only. 

C. Electronic - Mechanical t    concerned vdth electronic equipment and 
mechanical systems. 

D. Construction!    concerned with buildings, bridges or other structures, 
roads, end sites. 

E. Mechanical*    concerned with mechanical system? or equipment only. 

F. Jr. Draftsman t    simple drawings under close supervision.    Little 
experience.    Does not meet standards for general classification 
as Technician. 

II.    Electronic Technician   - deals solely with electronic equipment i   main* 
tenance, repair, modification, operation, construction, installation, 
testing, calibration, design c' electronic circuits. 

M—.'>•--- - - •• -.mumU«IIM—*m 
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III. 

I?. 

VI. 

Engineering Aide«    sub-engineering work of various sort*} drawing, 
:cathasatical calculation, gathering or data, setw supervision of 
construction*    Duties are varied, st general engineering nature, 
no specialization. 

wuviicut 

systems. 

Mechanic Technician:    concerned with mechanical systems only. 

Fluids Mechanict    concerned primarily with hydraulics.    . I 
VII. Electronic - Photo-Audio Technicians  concerned with electronics, 

photography, and reproduction of sound. 

long Beach P.ii.'s 

I.        Draftsman 
A, Electrical 

295U 
3U33 
Ii791 

B. Electronic 
3537 
1*209 

c. ZLect-ronic-Uechanical 
21*73 
U08U 
1*233 
1*261 
U312 

D. Construction 
281*7 
2850 
2352 
2956 
31*27 
31*30 
3U3L 
10*83 

E. Mechanical 
1?63 
2399 
21*98 
3896 
3'?«5 
3909 
3925 
U309 

i 
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II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

VI, 

F„    Jr. Draftsman 
3933 
km 
U229 

Electronic Technician 
2523 35U5 
2530 3>51 
27U0 3553 
271$. 355U 
?7«to 3769 
277U 3798 
2972 3799 
3092 3800 
309U 380k: 
3095 3900 
3L06 Ua7 
3131 Ua8 
32.70 U225 
3192 U370 
VJ>2 UU88 
3U67 UU91 
31*68 UU93 
3i»95 UU96 
3U96 

Engineering; Aid* 
3050 
3589 

Electronic-Mechanic 
2361 3353 
2803 351*2 

Mechanic Tec&ni.cian 
2229 3590 
3552 U262 
3558 

KLuida Mechanic 
2387 

VH.    Electronic-Photo-Audio Technician 
3193 3855 
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APPENDIX C 

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL  JOBS 

I.    Technician!    Oae rhose work require* some knowledge of general principles, 
often of grea^. ccupiexity within a limited area, and considerable background 
of education or equivalent experience within t-hi? area^ 

A,    Electronieisr.t    A technician whose knowledge and skills are in the 
area of electronicsi    (N-9S) 
1. SLectronician-Gencral;    Broad, unspecialized knowledge of electronics; 

works on a wide range of equipment.     (N--36) 

2. Electronician-Coiamunicationa and Tolemetsringt   Specialized knowledge 
in command radio, audio communications, telemetering and related 
ai'eas; may work with miniature aid subniniature componenty, pulsing 
and shaping circuits, servo control systems.    (N-26). 

3. Ejectronlcian-Electrical:    Specialized knowledge of 3-phase wiring, 
motors, generators,  heavy duty power circuits,  etc.    (N-2) 

h.    Electronician-Computeri    Specialised knowledge in digital computing 
devices; works with pulsing, shaping circuits, storage units,    (w-i) 

5. SLectronician-Radar;    Specialized knowledge of radar; works with 
scanning circuits, radar pulsing and shaping circuits, directional 
antennas, indicators.     (N-17) 

6. Slectroniaian-Phyaical "est Inatnaaentaticni Knowledge of instrumen- 
tation, engineering mechanics, and strength of materials with electronic 
recording; works with small, voltages, precision assembly, calibration 
against physical meas-iressnt standards (small tolerances).  (N-ll) 

7. Electroiiigian-rhoto^optical i Knowledge of optic*! instruments and 
photographic techniques coupled with principles of electronic con- 
trol.    (N-2) 

B'    Engineering Aidet    A technician who has knowledge of general engineering,, 
including drafting, investigation of engineering proposals,etc.(N-l) 

• 

C. Mechaniciant A technician whose knowledge and skills are In the ar^-i of 

1. Mechanician~Genoralt Knowledge of general mechanical principl: 
IHcT uaing sxreng tJTof aiswu'KUD, CS-3) 

2. Mechanician-Aircraftt    Knowledge is in area of aerodynamics, nir- 
craft power plants, controls, etc.    («»l) 

3, Mechanician-Missilei    Knowledge of missiles, rocket propulsion 
systems, .jet engines* aerodynamics and sorvc controls.    (N-7) 

U,    Instrument Technician*    A technician who has knowledge of instrumentation, 
involvir.,s electronic, mechanical, optical, and photographic aspects.  (H-6; 

Non-Technical Bnplcyeet    One whose work does not require knowledge of general 
principles within area &f competence; apprentice-type training ordinarily 
suffices.     (N-20) 
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OVSR-ALL VERTICAL RATINGS FOR PT. aUGO JOBS 

P.P. » 

3106 
3i90 
2771* 
2972 
2999 
3li62 
3131 

3595 
3f568 
3567 
2725 
2526 
2521* 
2727 

1218 
1*225 

31*95 
3r-*5 
3l*?6 
U*93 
3095 

s-# 

3 
17 
2k 
26 
27 
32 
39 
62 
61* 
65 
66 
67 
68 
70 
SG 
67 
91 
92 

115 
120 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
13U 
135 
136 
138 
139 
ll£ 
Uil 
ll|2 
1U3 

Electronicia A - General 

123U tledlas Discrepancies 

U33U 3.5 1 
1*333 3 1 
3333 3 0 
3333 \ 0 
1122 i.< 1 
3223 2=5 1 
1111 1 0 
14333 3 1 
1*1*33 3.5 1 
2333 3 1 
10*33 3.5 1 
3222 2 1 
1*331* 3.5 1 
3331* 3 1 

2 1 
5555 5 0 
5555 5 0 
2221 2 1 
h3h3 3.5 1 
1*551* U.5 1 
5555 • 0 
555^ 5 0 
U555 5 1 
1*1*1*1* 1* 0 
!*333 3 1 
5555 5 0 
555U 5 1 
5555 5 0 
5555 5 0 
5555 5 0 
U33b 3.5 1 
3223 2,5 1 

3 0 
3333 3 0 
333U 3 1 
3332 3 1 

:¥.' 
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% D-2 

Electronician - ita&ar 

P.D.f 2dL 1 2 3, Median Ui3CT9pa;icl(39 

3285 h _ 3 a ... 1 
U370 13 h ^ 5 5 1 
371U 15 2 2 2 ? 0 
31?2 iu 1 2 1 T 1 
3230 22 u 5 l» U 1 
3717 25' 2 2 0 2 0 
3170 2? 2 2 c 2 0 
3328 30 1 3. 1 1 0 
376? 31 1 2 1 1 1 
 !••'» 3U u 5 5 5 1 
~— 35 u 3 U h 1 
  36 3 3 1* 3 1 rite 

' •' 40 2 2 3 2 1 
  ij 3 c 3 3 1 
  110 3 3 h *3 

J 1 
_ m 119 a ? 5 5 1 
Uh9l 137 2 2 3 2 1 

Electronician - 

ft'. 

TaLetietej iing and Ccsr.unica fcions 

3282 5 h tt * 3 1» 2 
6 U 5 3 a 2 

329 % 7 h 5 3 fc 2 
3U68 11 k 5 3 b 2 
^I.A7 T 0 i. i. u /\ *i £4 V 

3856 19 3 3 2 3 1 
3855 20 3 3 3 3 0 
3193 21 3 3 3 3 0 
385U 23 3 !4 3 3 1 
i.i.aa 33 3 3 2 3 1 
—— 37 3 h 3 3 1 
....—. 33 ii 5 — _ 1 
____ 50 5 5 It 5 1 
2726 61 2 3 2 2 1 
2523 1 •* ll 5 3 u 2 
-,—- m 5 5 ti 5 1 
—— 89 5' 5 ti 5 1 
U891 93 3 U 3 i 
3803 
3128 

9li 
95 3 It f I 2 

j. 

U170 96 3 3 3 3 0 
i.-icn 07 7 ** 2 3 1 
3553 99 3 3 2 3 1 
3551. 102 U ll 3 li 1 
2750 10U i; U 3 u 1 
2?a 105 u 5 •> U 2 

^ppfSBW'SW6*-' "*-**" 
••->--••  ' -  - • 
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Electroiiiciaii - Electrical 

P.D.# 3-# 1 2 2 Modlaa Discrepancies 

U90I 10 h 3 2 3 2 
37)5 U7 I 3 3 3 1 

Electronician - Oosopatar 

3900 lJi 2 2 2 2 0 

Eiectroniei«ii - Physical Teat Instrumentation 

—-v w«n U3 h $ 3 u 2 
_  U9 u 5 3 u 2 
S3X> 5U u U 3 1, 1 
37?9 55 u u 3 u 1 
3??8 56 o -*- 2 2 1 
3-353 71 5 *" 5 3 5 2 
3C73 72 u U 3 U 1 
3C7U 73 5 5 3 5 2 
UU96 7L 2 3 J, 2 2 
_«.= 111 a 5 3 u 2 
M «*  •* »» 118 I, 5 3 I* 2 

8 

Siectronician - Photo 

2 

-Optical 

2 30* 0 
30!j8 18 2 2 2 2 0 

a • 

'"'• "•*"*.«? 

' 
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? D.# C U 

123 

Mechanician - Aircraft 

1    ?    I Median 

h h 5 k 

Mechanician - General 

51 k I 3 U 
«•-!»«• 52 k a 3 U 
3589 69 3 3 3 3 

Mischanicit.i - Missile 

32U 75 h u k U 
;25 7? h u U 

3^58 90 h il •< u 
3559 98 5 5 

• 
5 

3552 101 « 3 3 3 
3754 106 5 ;; It li 
143 65 107 5 U h 

sia-s 

1 
1 
0 

0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

Instrument facfcsician 

m 

—_. 1*6 5 5 5 5 0 
2603 77 3 •5t 3 2 
2361 78 

112 
2 3 3 3 1 

-«.— 5 5 « 5 0 
.—— 113 3 i.. c U i 
  1U li U 5 U 1 

3C51 

Enginearing lide 

k 5 U,5 

! 
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Definitions of Anchor Points for Ovar-AU Vertical Seel* 

I, Must do design, and of rnther complex nature. Responsible for 
technical judgmentsj often responsible for high-level technical 
reports. Little direct supervision of othors* 

II. Must dc design, but of M.Bplsr sort than Iv. Has mors supervisory 
responsibility than Ij does installation and inspection. May do 
sOi'b*?   jrvpOvv  fivxLixuj£c      lias   oi'iuiu   xxiudpCtiuenCo   iiZ    i*GCt.TlXwehL   .jUv*{yi*Snv* 

TII„ Has no retl design work, except at the simplest possible level, 
May sak«» modifications. Independence of judgment within limited 
sphere. Does installation, calibration, inspection, et,o„ May 
write departmental reports. Has sound knowledge of very complex 
systems. 

IV3  Responsible for operation of complex systems? Inspection,, some 
calibration, some installation. Independent judgment rarely 
exercised, and then in minor problems0 

Vc   Does largely installation and operation, but systems are simpler 
than in IV. Routine inspection. Little independent judgment. 

jaWKKWi"-' 
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APPEHDIZ S 

JOB RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire is designed to tell us about you and your 

fellow employees as « gi-uup. We know something about many other 

employee groups, but ver/ little about your group. We want this is 

formation so that ww cat; study the interests and background of success- 

ful people in your kind of work. Please answer til questions. Tour 

answers will be kept strictly confidential—in fact-, do not put your 

name on the questionnaire. The results will be reported only as group 

results and will be used only for research purposes. The answers can- 

not affect your job in any way. 

This study is being conducted by s rvs-^arch project in ilia 

U.C.l/.A. Department of Engineering for the Office of Naval Research, 

PBWpw—*>" 
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1. Male  

2. Age»    13-20 m 

«K>»21$ 

3. Are you8 

singLs 

carried 

JOB RESEARCH QUESTIOIfflAIRE 

Female 

25-29 

3G-3U 

35-39 

UO-uu 

U5-U9 

?.' or ovt-*" 

separated or divorced 

widow or widower 

U.    How many children do you have?    none 

1 

5.    Tour monthly income at presenti 

below $200     1300-350 m 

$200-250        __  $350-U00 _ 

$250-300               $Uoo-U5o 

U or more 

•U50-5OO 

over $500 

6. How many people are dependant upon this income?    (include yourself) 

1 _____ 2 _______ 3 ______ U _______   5 or more _________ 

7. ^hat is your present occupation?  

8.    Are any of your relatives engp«»ed in work such as yours?    yos no_ 

Which ones:        relative field of work 

<«-i>lt'li«il»MT'—• ——•BS 
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9.    Living acsassodatiooa:    ewn base       _ 

own apartment   i rent home _ 

rent rorm      leas* hcme 

rent apartment or flat ____^ 

leasa aparteent or Cat mmmmm 

live in hotel 

10.    Do you happen to own an automobile at present?   Tee 

make rear 

no 

model 

reworiced or "hopped up"     yes .   no_ 

31.    aducation completed!    Oheck where applicable. 

Grade   Jr.High 
School    School 

1_ 

2_ 

3 

High 
School College 

Trade School 
Name of Course Time in Mont'os 

2. 

3_ 

U 

3 

5_ 

6 

Si- 

12. Do you intend to, or are you no* obtaining additional education? Tes  

Mo . 

If yes, which of the following are your considering! 

  high school diploma 

_ami   trade school courses in your line of work 

.__. trade school courses in other lines of work 

general educational courses at junior college or college level 

m_jmm    night school hobby or general «<tucational courses 

college level courses leading to a degree 

Ipgs^^wwa**-*--'- ""**•*• 
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13.    TCiich courses end areas cf study that you have taken are proving helpful 
ia your proaent work? 

Mathematics 1 Shop Courses 1 Science Coursest 

Other Courses 1 

Hi. Number of years employed:  0=4   2-3 i*-6 7-10 

11-lU    15-20 20-25 more than 25 

15.    How many times have you changed employer or company? 

0 _......_. 6-7   

1   3-9  

2-3     _____ 

u-5       

more than 10 

16.    Do you consider your pressat position: 

Temporary ___ 

Permanent 

* 

;&%#-**» 1 
• 
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17. what influenced you and hcn» did you obtain your i'irst full-time job sad 
hew did ycu obtain your present job? (Tou may check oo^a than one in 
each column) 

FIRST JOB 

??' 

PRESENT JOB 

bat«t pay offer you received 

through private employment office 

by direct application 

through a previous employer 

position itith most opportunity for advancement 

through friends 

vocational advisor 

through relative 

location of work 

approached by employer 

by investing in a business 

through an advertisement 

through school placement office 

through public employment 

other, please specify 

18. Did you have a shop to ^ork in as a youngster? 

m  none at all 

i     I used a friend"s shop 

_____^_ ye*» a complete one at home 

. yes, but I was not allowed to work in it often 

^mm**** 
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1Q C.Y-.an\r    *K«   V .-_ tils rxxR-Ci workshop equipment  that you have at prnsoati 

•work bench with rise 

ordinary hand tools for woodworking 

OTdias.irr hand tools for metal working 

portable electric driij. 

drill press 

poser 3«a (table) 

power saw portable 

electric sender 

planar 

rood lathe 

metal lathe 

joiner 

jig-saw 

band-saw 

grinder 

kiln 

shopsnith 

radial aaw 

other 

^V^'l]liLl'>J«  J1)i.nr1»*Ht    1 *   ^wi-l i>i'»w?^»»« 
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20,    If you were able to ge back and choose yotta ?„ife work aU o?er again, 
which type of work would you choose? 

actor 

musicJan 

artist 

Tnri ;.er 

—v — 

doctor 

eiigineez 

nai.seman 

jsales manager 

_advertising mar. 

stock broker 

__>—__ clergymen 

^^^^ scientist 

_^ teacher 

librarian 

carpenter 

i painter 

_       __ machinist 

^^__^^ electrician 

mmmmmM_ plumber 

locomotive engineer 

professional athlete 

____t__ automobile mechanic 

______^ radio repairman 

_ photographer 

  newspaper reporter 

stenographer 

Jboolckeepar 

_effice clerk 

jpreduction worker 

Jbutehsr 

truck driver 

draftsman 

tool maker 

electronic technician 

laboratory assistant 

tunaves-' 

^social worker 

nurse 

_your own job 

member of the armed forews 

^unskilled labor 

farmer 

business executive 

. 

• 
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21 < Which of the following are most important in your satisfaction witn a job? 

(Check column 1 for the most important item) 
(Check column 2 for the second moat important item) C?IECK ONLY TORES 
(Check column 3 for the third most important item) 

(1)   (2)    (3) 

___,    pay 

____ _____  _____  security 

       freedom and independence 

  _____  ______ pleasant people to work with 

 _ opportunity to work with many people 

____ _____      • opportunity to meet people 

_____ _____  ______ great responsibility 

  _____=     ,_    interesting work 

i  varied work 

the nature or kind of work 

    opportunity for creative activity 

healthful outdoor work 

    employee benefits, (group insurance, sick leave, 
vacation with pay, medical care) 

    opportunity to use your abilities fully 

__   respect of others for your job, and position it 
gives you among your friends 

_ opportunity to help other people 

___ chances for advancement 

  good hours 

__ easy work 

_   work which not everyone can do 

work which is familiar 

competition 

influence ovnr others 

««__*•*£*-*•_.". -s    -    -.-•   •••~--  ^IIWWHIW  I -»... JI.1IH— %)^W— 
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22. Which of the following are most important is your dissatisfaction with a job? 

(Check column 1 for the itsoat important item) 
(Check column 2  for the awcond most important item) CHECK ONLT THRKK 
(Check column 3 for the third moat 1-iportant item) 

(1)    (2)    (3) 

1 

lew psy 

job not steady 

job too hard 

no chance for advancement 

no chance to attain ambitions 

laok of freedom 

work monotonous 

job too confusing 

work not in "tine with training 

work too confining 

^ hours bad (long or irregular) 

__ job does not utilize your full abilities 

~ poor working conditions 

_ unpleasant superiors 

___ unpleasant people to work with 

_ dislike dealing with the publia 

kind or nature of work 

__ dirty work 

being aws.y from home 

lack of rjiployae bennfits (madical care, pick l«av«, 
group insurance, vacation with pay) 

Job physically fatiguing 
1 
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23.    From the standpoint of value to society, place in order the types of work 
listed below:    (place numeral 1 through 10 in spa^sJf number 1 is of moat 
value) 

_____ Artistic (writers, musicians, actors, performers,  artists) 

Clerical (stenographers, secretaries,  bookkeepers,  clerks) 

Somi-skilled (butchers,  truck drivers, farmers, production workers) 

Professional (engineers,  lawyers, doctors, teachers,   clergymen) 

Politics (mayors,  congreosmen,  governors) 

Un~skilled labor vnight isatchuiaii, building custodian,  laborer/ 

Business (executives, managers,   salesmen;, advertising rson) 

_ Scientific (pure research,  applied research) 

__ Skilled trade; (carpenters, painters, machinists,  electricians) 

£U>     hxa\> aJA occupations xii which you nave ever oeen empaoye'ai 

46S-' 
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25o Have 70U ever dons repetitious production work* yes    no 

?6o Doss it bother you to work "under pressure"? Not always    yes 

no    only if the job ia difficult 

27. Do you prefer to work: alono^  in small groups (3 or h)  ____________ 

with larger groups ^_  

28. Do you, or would you, ancourago your son to enter your own or a closely 
related field of work? 

  I wouldn't insi3t on it but 1 would prefer it= 

_____ No* I would urge him to other work. 

  Ye3, I would strongly urge him to do so. 

______ I would not attempt to influence him either way» 

  Yes, but only if he showed promise and interest in the wcrko 

29. What length work project do you prefer: hours _  days months longer 

30o Do you consider your present job to bei 

„__ very repetitious        _ somewhat repetitious slightly repetitious 

 varying only in details  i n   varying in major aspects 

  always different 

31° When performing a work project do you usually: 

_____ immediately take up a pencil and paper to mako sketches and jot 

down specif1cations• 

______ make a formal mechanical drawing end materials list. 

____^ start to work directly with the materials 

32o Are you usually more interested in the 

  assembly and finishing stages of a j>artlcular wjik project 

  planning and layout stages of a particular work project 

  working and forming stages uf a particular work project 

• - 
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33o    Are you annoyed by being required to interrupt or discontinue an activity 

 never  greatly 

aometimea aoon get over it 

always ______ dowa not bother rae at alj. 

 a little  cannot rest until completed 

3U°    Please check the statements rhich best sxpr-ass your reaction to wcricing 
with equipment and machinery about which you lack detail design knowledge. 

does not bother me 

avoid when possible 

naiinM   + V>/-.i»-»K+    WK^rti-> 

it before 

waste no time in finding out 

will not work under such conditions 

ttMAf«M*f       »»V---*«»*       *—*%*•_-•{—•*»       *lV>/4__>« 
M4tWUWJ         «_••#-_•-»-   *~>       *TW_-   O. —•*-«.        V-_A_£\r<- 

_»n«*V« 

conditions 

3!>« uo you like to do production work which involves daily 
repetition of the same cycle? 

ft 

m. 
i. m 

360 Do you tend to avoid jobs requiring the production of a large Cover 5) 
number of identical units? 

yes no 

*/>." 

37«    Do you prefer to work from: 

_______ a complete and detailed plan 01* drawling 

  a rough sketch or verbal description of a functional nature 

33o    Would you feel uneasy about performing a so-called  "quick and dirty" 
or "rough" job even though requested to do so? 

yes no 

39o Would you be willing to undertake a work pi-oject even though you did not 
have all the materials or tools or equipment at hand that you would like 
to have? 

.»yes no 

a-TTitgTsr'"'""1"''''* •"''''''*'''',''»»—— »«<>»••«»**__»•?« B«i":-JS»"iu m<<*  ''«'• 
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I4O0 Is there one right way to do everything? 

no 

Ul» No matter how skilled you are* you cannot get the top jobs without 
influence or "pull". 

I agi'SB completely 

Thlti is often the cases 

Skill is the major factor in securing promotions 

The beat man -will usually get the job 

_^_ Sometimes "Voll" Trill win., but you have to be skilled 
" to hold the job 

liZv    There are inventions, such as automobile engines which can run 100 miles 
to the gallon of gasoline, iftich have been suppressed* 

_____ I think thero are but I do not know of &ny  first hand. 

  I do not believe there are any* 

  I know there are from first hand knowledge. 

  I know there aren't any. 

U3« Do you feel that inventions - which would drastically upset our 
economic structure should' 

_____ be suppressed to protect those who would lose jobs and/o- money 

  not be released until arrangements have been made to offset 

their bad effects even though it might delay release for years 

  be released »3 soon as private enterprise is able to do so, 

thus allowing the problems to work themselves auto 

•Mi 
• — •       !••! — 
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UUn The workman who makes at: important invention or teehsclo.^isai chaw* 
usually receives full credit (recognition and jaoney)*, 

in most eases, yes 

•s far as I know he 
does 

in many cases he does not 

J>r.\y rarely does he receive 
"full credit 

i$.    On this side check 
the five activities 
which most interest 
you l 

On this aide check 
the two moat enjoy- 
able activities 
which you actually dot 

listen to radio or records 
watch television 
read for salf-improvement or stady 
read for entertainment (magazines or newspaper; 
visit with friends or entertain guesta 
attend movies 
attend sports events 
attend concerts, plays, lectures, etc.. 
participate in sports 
rest or loaf 
do home gardening 
tinker about the house 
attend club or church ssetings 
write 
engage in amateur dramatics 
make wooden furniture or knicktcnacks 
make metal objects or apparatus 
build or repair automobiles 
paint or draw 
model in cley or carve in wood 
make ceramics 
weave 
raise animals 
cultivate flowers and special plants 
eat out at restaurants 
collect stamps,  coins, match book covers, etc. 
drink in bars and cocktail lounges 
model building 
raise and train animals for shorn 
g&mble 
aaateur radio operator 
hunt and/or fish 
hike and camp out 
picnic 
play cards 

Bv> sure to check both columns. 

qgRtemf •*•* 
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U6„ Check those sections of the newspaper which you reads 

Alwaya Sometimea Rarely Meyer 

S6 

I 
I 

I 

comic strips 

special feature articles 

sports news 

editorials 

foreign news 

national news 

city or state news 

political comments 

society news 

financial page 

theater and movie 
criticisms 

book reviews 

vrcasn's page 

continued stories 

advttrtis amenta 

classified advertisements 
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u7. Check the magazine or type of magazine which you read regularly 

(have read at least two out of »»ch three issues diring the .past yea..} 

Life 

.Look, Pic and ethers 

Reader's Digest 

Science Fiction 

_____ ^'i i.pul*r Uechanics 

_____ photography magazines 

. Esquire 

  Harpers or Atlantic Monthly 

m  Time or Newsweek or other news magazines 

 _ detective or crime magazines 

..._   Saturday Evening Post or Colliers 

______, National Geographic 

 aerie or Hollywood magazines 

  aviation magazines 

______ wi^t^Ti stories 

______ romance or true stories 

._ hunt' g o^ fi arcing magazines 

  adventure stories 

_____ automobile magazines 

  body building and health magazines 



ko     Please check which,  If any, of these activities you have engaged in 
during the past year; 

_____ I followed local event* regularly in my newapapeTo 

 I gave money to the community fund or chesto 

  1 i^lkad with anr neighbors abo\rt practical ways in which our 

neighborhood might b« mad* better-^=for example,  cleaner, 

pleasanter,  friendlier. 
I 
6*   I belonged to a labor union, b—dnessmen's organisation,  or 

professional society« 

_______ I attended meetings of some local civic group. 

_____ I was a member of a community service organization, such as 

Parent-Teachers Association. 

______ I served on a volunteer committee for some co&ntuni+y service. 

 I had some contact with a local official about a local civic 

|_, problesu 

Wi _____ * collected money or carried a petition for some local civic cause. 
Hi?-' 

£   I taught, or helped in some otter direct way, a volunteer young 

people's group*  such as Scouts, Y.M.C.A., etc. 

  I wrote a letter to the newsp*p-?r about some cox—unity problem. 

_____ I followed current rational and international a~n*t-s -:i ths 

newspaper? daily, and in magazines -weekly. 

 I discussed political issue" with my friends* 

  I voted in the last national election. 

_      I listened at leasJ; onoe a month to speeches and discussion programs 

on the radio dealing with national and international problems. 

______ I voted in the last primary or local election. 

  I signed a petition for or against *'mm legislation. 

1 wrote a letter cr sent a telegram to a public official. 

f.i-i. 

•—{ ———' 
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APPEND]* F 

I.  Technicians: 

1„ E»raft««n»&4i» A technician whose primary technical skills lie in 
draftingj accessory technical-level knowledge is in an engineering 
specialty. 

P.P. No. Hating 

9562 5 
9563 5 
956U 5 

| 9565 5 

I 
2. Mechanicten. general: A technician whose knowledge and skills 

lie in th3 area of general mechanical principles., including 
strength of matariaia. 

P..D. No. Rating 

9360 5 
?U60 3 
9U79 U 
9528 !. 

3. Engineering Aids. A technician who has knowledge of general 
engineering principles, including some drafting, investigation 
of engineering proposals in various fields, etc* 

P.P. %. Rating 

93*3 3.5 
9390 3.5 
9I4II h 
9U80 14 
9U81 5 

UJ Sanitation Technician* A technician whose knowledge and skills 
lie in the area cf sanitary engineering. 

Rating. 
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£„ Chemical Aide* A technician whose knowledge and skills lie 
in the area of chemical processes and principles. 

P.P. No, 

9U32 

Rating 

5 

6. Hydraulics Technicians A technician whose knowledge and skills 
lie in the area of hydraulics engineering. 

P.P. No. 

9UCS 

Rating 

k 

II.    Nontechnical Employees t 

P.P. No. 

9313 
9365 
9U91 

$ 

• 

- 
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Because of our limited supply, you are requested to return this copy WH£H D' IIA 
YOUR PURPOSE so that it may bfc made available to other requesters. Y .v.r ; ,p 
will be appreci ated, 

NOTICE:   WHEK  GOVERNMENT OR OTHER DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS C'A i/"'H 
ARE USED FORAJiY PURPOSE OTHER THAN IN CONNECTION WITH A DEFVniEl 
GOVERNMENT PUVXJUREMENT OPERATION, THE U. S. GOVERNMENT TflSin.: BY 
NO RESPONSIBILITY, NOR ANY OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER; AND THE FACT   "HA 
GOVERNMENT WLAY HAVE FORMULATED, FURNISHED, OR IN ANY WAY S\)V; IIE, 
SAH) DRAWINGS,   SPECIFICATIONS. OR OTHER DATA IS NOT TO BE REGAIU)iiI> B 
IMPLICATION OR OTHERWISE AS IN ANY MANNER LICENSING THE HOLDER Oft A 
PERSON OR COR PORATIQN, OR CONVEYING ANY RIGHTS OR PERMISSION VQ \%M 
USE OR SELL AWT PATENTED INVENTION THAT~MAY IN ANY WAY BE K3.V.A fESs 

Reproduced    by 

DOCUMENT  SERVICE CENTER 
KHOTT BUILDING, DAYTON, 2, OHIO 
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